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Researchers ID ‘Conjunction Junction’ for
Brain’s Navigation Function
Cell study shows retrosplenial cortex is critical interface for mental
mapping and way-finding

The retrosplenial cortex, seen here in the rat brain, appears to

be vital in helping an animal successfully navigate the world.

Ever wake at night needing a drink of water and then find your way to the kitchen in the dark

without stubbing your toe? Researchers at the University of California, San Diego say they have

identified a region of the brain that enables you to do that – and generally helps you navigate

the world.

Douglas Nitz, associate professor of cognitive

science in the UC San Diego Division of Social

Sciences, and graduate student Andrew Alexander

worked with rats, aka “navigational geniuses,”

recording the firing activity of neurons while the

animals ran on a zigzag track in different locations,

to show that the retrosplenial cortex appears to be

critical in putting together all the information

necessary for successfully getting from point A to

point B. They describe their findings in a paper in

the journal Nature Neuroscience.

The world we and other animals navigate is

complex and non-linear, quite unlike the way a

proverbial crow flies. The authors say our ability to

get around its numerous indirect points depends, at minimum, on mapping our position within

the environment, knowing routes that take us between locations, and an awareness of the

correct actions to initiate at any given time: turn right, turn left, go straight.

Currently, we know that cells encoding these different forms of spatial knowledge are stored in

different neural structures. Place cells and grid cells are neurons in the hippocampal circuit that

are responsible for mapping the position of an animal with respect to the broader environment.
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(This is the “inner GPS” system whose discovery, by John O’Keefe, Edvard Moser and May-Britt

Moser, was awarded the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine). Meanwhile, Nitz and

other researchers have found neurons in the parietal cortex that generate complex

representations of the animal’s position along a route and cells that encode route-related

actions.

“But ultimately,” said Nitz, “these different forms of spatial information, generated in distinct

structures, must be combined and related to each other in an organized fashion in order for an

agent to effectively move through the world. Our study shows that the retrosplenial cortex is an

area of the brain that is simultaneously sensitive to mapping interior and exterior spaces and

may be a kind of ‘conjunction junction,’ putting together all the necessary information for

successful navigation.”

The retrosplenial cortex, which sits in the brain between the parietal and the hippocampus and

is vastly interconnected with both regions, has been hypothesized to be critical in this way. The

present research, Nitz and Alexander believe, is the first laboratory demonstration of the

hypothesis at the level of the cell.

“It’s exciting,” Alexander said, “because it’s the first real evidence of a brain region that’s

capable of interfacing really well-known forms of spatial mapping.”

The study’s results are consistent with computational modeling research and with clinical

observations of people who have lesions in the retrosplenial, too. Damage to that area can

produce problems with episodic memory and create “directional amnesia,” a situation where a

person “knows where things are in the world,” Alexander said, “but won’t be able to place the

route that they need to get between them.”

The retrosplenial is also one of the very first parts of the brain to degenerate in the early stages

of Alzheimer’s, Nitz said. Learning more about the functions of that area of the brain might

make it possible for us to devise simple navigation-based tests to spot the disease sooner.

Another potential application of the findings, Nitz said, is in robotics. He is currently

collaborating with a colleague at UC Irvine to create an artificial neural network with properties

of the retrosplenial cortex so a robot might someday also solve the sorts of navigational

problems we (and rats) routinely face.

The research was supported by the National Science Foundation.
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